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Sunday, February 8, 2015 149abacteria. Specifically, PI is known to exhibit a fluorescence enhancement upon
intercalation with DNA. Given that bacterial DNA is found exclusively within
the cytosol, such an interaction is feasible only if PI is able to diffuse across the
cytoplasmic membrane (CM). Subsequently, as dead bacteria exhibit a
breakdown-induced permeability enhancement of the CM (i.e., allowing uptake
of PI), fluorescence imaging following incubation with low concentrations of
PI (ca. < 4 mM) is a convenient means of deducing cell colony mortality rates
following an applied stimulus (e.g., antimicrobial treatment). Our group has
previously demonstrated real-time measurements of molecular uptake and
membrane-specific transport in living cells using second-harmonic light scat-
tering and optical transmission microscopy (1,2). In the current work, we
extend this methodology in combination with time-resolved fluorescence imag-
ing to quantify the concentration dependence on the uptake of PI into living
E. coli. Results indicate that at low concentrations (ca. <100 mM) PI readily
traverses the porin protein transport channels of the outer membrane, but is
unable to cross the CM. However, as the concentration increases, PI is shown
to penetrate into the cytosol. There appears to be a concentration threshold
whereby PI crosses the CM. The transport kinetics and mechanism will be
discussed.
1. Zeng, J., et al., (2013) Biophys. J., 104:139-145.
2. Wilhelm, M.J., et al., (2014) Chem. Phys. Lett., 605-606:158-163.
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In cell-bioprocessing, the central metabolism is shunted towards the production
of specific macromolecules. Through novel metabolic engineering strategies,
this bioprocessing paradigm has found widespread applications in disease ther-
apy and the production of organic compounds. Due to the large copy-numbers
of products and metabolites, bioprocessing has traditionally been considered a
low-noise, deterministic process. However, recent findings are challenging this
view, suggesting that metabolism is subject to stochastic variability and switch-
ing [1, 2].
We will present our recent investigations in bioprocessing at the single cell
level. Our approach is based on microfluidic isolation and immobilization of
individuals from a cell culture under controlled environmental conditions
[3, 4]. We focus on the lipogenesis of the yeast Yarrowia Lipolytica. Vesicle
Photonics enabled intracellular lipid trafficking with minimal effect on cell
physiology over many cell cycles [5]. Under such conditions, we mapped
bioprocessing kinetics and heterogeneity, and identified noise reduction
strategies.
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Stephanopoulos, Nature Biotechnology 32, 473 (2014).
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The Planck radiation equation (PRE), u(l, T)¼ (2phc2/l5)/(e hc/kT l1) was
generalized in [1, 2] by replacing its universal constants and temperature with
free parameters, resulting in the so-called Planckian distribution (PD), i.e., y ¼
(a/(Axþ B)5)/(eb/(Axþ B)1 ). PD has been found to fit data from (i) atomic
physics, (ii) protein folding, (iii) single-molecule enzyme catalysis, (iv) whole-
cell mRNA metabolism, (v) the T-cell receptor gene diversity, (vi) protein
chain-length frequency distribution, (vii) decision-time histograms, (viii)
psilocybin-induced changes in the fMRI signals in human brains, (ix) world-
length frequency distribution in speech, and (x) word-length frequency distri-
butions in texts [2]. There appears to be a common mechanism underlying
many, if not all, of these processes, which has been postulated to be the SID-
TEM-TOF mechanism, or Signal-Induced Deactivation of Thermally Excited
Metastable state leading TO Function. The SID-TEM-TOF mechanism is a
general mechanism to which the molecular mechanisms underlying many
neurobiological processes may belong, as exemplified by (vii), (viii), (ix) and
(x) above. The universal applicability of PD to these various data sets mayalso be attributed to the universal action of the wave-particle duality in living
processes [3], since the first term of PRE and hence of PD reflects the number of
standing waves per unit frequency per unit volume and the second term reflects
the average energy per mode.
References:
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We present a rapid genome-wide analysis method based on new NanoChannel
Array technology (IrysTM System) that confines and linearizes individual mol-
ecules of DNA to nearly 85% of their respective contour length. Once confined,
extremely long DNA molecules (100 to 1,000 kilobases) are imaged with a
custom three-color epifluorescence microscope. Genomic DNA is stained
with YOYO and can be labeled specifically at the ‘GCTCTTC’ or ‘CCTCAGC’
sequence with different colored fluorescent probes allowing for each molecule
to have a unique pattern and mapped to its corresponding location in a refer-
ence. By imaging hundreds of gigabases per run, a high-resolution genome
map was assembled de novo from the extremely long single molecules, which
retain the original context and architecture of the genome. This allows for the
cataloging of complex repetitive regions and large-scale rearrangements. The
advantages of genome mapping for rearrangement analysis are demonstrated
here by several examples in which we identify hallmark fusions as well as re-
arrangements from cancer cells.
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Many active biomolecules are available to perturb cell function by direct addi-
tion to cell culture media, including receptor ligands and antibodies. As discov-
ered many decades ago, if a mechanism is available to deliver active
biomolecules directly into cells, exponentially more possibilities for cell pertur-
bation exist, especially the option for effecting permanent change in cells by
altering their genome, and the ability to directly perturb the central dogma
by altering mRNA transcription and translation into protein. The majority of
these active biomolecules have similar molecular structure, which led to the
development of delivery vehicles specific for delivering DNA, peptides, and
other classes of molecules. Recently, synthetic biomolecules have been
developed which have hybrid characteristics, often due to the addition of func-
tionality such as fluorescence or tailored binding sites. These synthetic func-
tionalities could represent another exponential leap forward for studying cells
in theory, but these molecules often lack an option for intracellular delivery
due to their hybrid structure, limiting their practical use. Here we show the
use of a microfabricated supported nanotube structure, called nanostraws, to
deliver synthetic biomolecules into cells. We focus on two types of molecules:
synthetic carbohydrates with click chemistry moieties that, when delivered into
cells, can be used to track metabolic pathways, and modified peptides with
active sites that can be used to track enzyme activity. The delivery of these
disparate molecules using the same technique demonstrates the utility of nano-
straws as a non-specific delivery mechanism, capable of delivering synthetic
molecules of diverse structure.
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The cis diammine dichloroplatinum (II) (cisplatin), FDA approved for treat-
ment of testicular cancer in 1978, represents the current paradigm in transition
metal based chemotherapy agents. Cisplatin and various analogs have now
emerged as significant antineoplastic chemotherapy agents towards a wide
range of solid tumors cancers. The (NH3)2(H2O)2 Pt(II) complex binds to
